We show that for each bounded Loeb space ( 
Introduction
In the work of Anderson [2] , Hoover and Perkins [4] , Keisler [6] , Lindstrom [7] , Loeb [8] , and others there exists a quite long series of so-called lifting theorems, which provide a powerful tool in nonstandard analysis. Roughly speaking, they describe close connections between external and internal identities. Typical and fundamental are the following lifting theorems (1) and (2) due to Loeb [8] and Anderson [2] . With all these lifting results in mind, perhaps one may believe that in connection with Loeb spaces liftings of separable valued functions always exist. In this note we want to characterize the nonempty class of linear continuous functionals on L^A, L"(2l), v) for which liftings do not exist. This result is quite isolated; we do not have any applications, because the result is basically negative. In general, liftings of linear continuous functionals could be used, for example, to construct vector-valued Loeb measures and in connection with distributions.
In [10] there exist examples for linear continuous functions on nonstandard hulls of Banach spaces, which do not have liftings.
Linear continuous functionals
on Lp(A, L"(2l), 0)
We work in a countably saturated nonstandard model of a standard superstructure, which contains at least the real numbers as urelements. For undefined notion and notation consult [1] or [5] .
Following Loeb's work [9] , the measure space ( License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
By (1) and (2), g9 has a ^-lifting G9 G SLq . Define for all F G L +<p(F) ■= VGy-F.
Fix F G SLP . By Holder's inequality, Gv ■ F is an SV-integrable ^-lifting of g9 -f. By theorem (2) we obtain°( +<p(F)) = Eg9-°F = <p(°F).
Thus, +<p is a lifting of <p . This shows that +<pc is a lifting of (Pg = g . □
